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State Space Consistency and Differentiability (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2015

	â€‹By investigating the properties of the natural state, this book presents an analysis of input-output systems with regard to the mathematical concept of state. The state of a system condenses the effects of past inputs to the system in a useful manner. This monograph emphasizes two main properties of the natural state; the...
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Security Metrics: Replacing Fear, Uncertainty, and DoubtAddison Wesley, 2007
The Definitive Guide to Quantifying, Classifying, and Measuring Enterprise IT Security Operations
 

Security Metrics is the first comprehensive best-practice guide to defining, creating, and utilizing security metrics in the enterprise....
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Smart Polymers and their Applications (Woodhead Publishing in Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 2014

	Smart polymers are polymers that respond to different stimuli or changes in the environment. Smart Polymers and their Applications reviews the types, synthesis, properties, and applications of smart polymers.


	Chapters in part one focus on types of polymers, including temperature-, pH-, photo-, and enzyme-responsive polymers....
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Battery Reference Book, Third EditionNewnes, 2000
Crompton's Battery Reference Book has become the standard reference source for a wide range of professionals and students involved in designing, manufacturing, and specifying products and systems that use batteries. 

This book is unique in providing extensive data on specific battery types, manufacturers and suppliers, as well as...
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New Results in Numerical and Experimental Fluid Mechanics XII: Contributions to the 21st STAB/DGLR Symposium, Darmstadt, Germany, 2018 (Notes on Numerical Fluid Mechanics and Multidisciplinary Design)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers contributions to the 21st biannual symposium of the German Aerospace Aerodynamics Association (STAB) and the German Society for Aeronautics and Astronautics (DGLR). The individual chapters reflect ongoing research conducted by the STAB members in the field of numerical and experimental fluid mechanics and...
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Security for Mobile Networks and Platforms (Artech House Universal Personal Communications)Artech House Publishers, 2006
With viruses, spyware, and a seemingly unending onslaught of new cyber-threats, security is a crucial and constant concern for all networking professionals. This is especially true for mobile networking professionals, who are all too aware of mobile technology's special vulnerability. This indispensable reference turns mobile network developers,...
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Web Application Vulnerabilities: Detect, Exploit, PreventSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book is about Web Application Hacking.  The world-renowned authors teach the reader to use publicly available tools to conduct thorough assessments of web application. This assessment process provides the reader with an understanding of Web application vulnerabilities and how they are exploited. The book goes on to teach the reader to detect,...
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Intelligent Wearable InterfacesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book introduces methodologies to develop a variety of intelligent wearable interfaces and covers practical implementations of systems for real-life applications. A number of novel intelligent wearable interface systems are examined, including network architecture for wearable robots, wearable interface for automatic language translation,...
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Friction Stir Welding and Processing VII (Tms2013 142 Annual Meeting & Exhibition)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Friction stir welding (FSW) and its variants, friction stir spot welding and friction stir processing, are used in numerous industrial applications and there is considerable activity in the development of FSW processes and their applications. This volume covers the seventh proceedings in this recurring TMS symposium, focusing on all aspects...
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Mechanical Design Engineering HandbookButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Mechanical Design Engineering Handbook is a straight-talking and forward-thinking reference covering the design, specification, selection, use and integration of machine elements fundamental to a wide range of engineering applications.


	Develop or refresh your mechanical design skills in the areas of bearings, shafts, gears, seals,...
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Manufacturing Processes for Advanced CompositesElsevier Limited, 2004


	This book deals is intended for anyone wishing to learn more about the

	materials and manufacturing processes used to fabricate and assemble

	advanced composites. Although advanced composites can mean many

	different types of fibers in either polymer, metal or ceramic matrices, this

	book deals with the three main fibers (glass,...
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Columbia: Final VoyageSpringer, 2006
In ‘Columbia: Final Voyage’ aerospace writer Philip Chien, who has over 20 years’ experience covering the US space program, provides a unique insight into the crew members who lost their lives in the Columbia disaster. Chien interviewed all seven crew members several times and got to know them as individuals. He reviews in detail...
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